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MANAGING A SWITCH FABRIC

BACKGROUND

[0001] Computer performance has increased and continues to increase at a very fast rate. Along with the increased computer performance, the bandwidth capabilities of the networks that connect the computers together have and continue to also increase significantly. Ethernet-based technology is an example of a type of network that has been modified and improved to provide sufficient bandwidth to the networked computers. Ethernet-based technologies typically employ network switches, which are hardware-based devices that control the flow of packets based upon destination address information contained in the packets. In a switched fabric, network switches connect with each other through a fabric, which allows for the building of network switches with scalable port densities. The fabric typically receives data from the network switches and forwards the data to other connected network switches.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Features of the present disclosure are illustrated by way of example and not limited in the following figure(s), in which like numerals indicate like elements, in which:

[0003] FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified schematic diagram of a network apparatus, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0004] FIG. 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the fabric chip depicted in FIG. 1, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0005] FIGS. 3A and 3B, respectively, show simplified block diagrams of switch fabrics, according to examples of the present disclosure;

[0006] FIG. 4 shows a simplified block diagram of a switch fabric management system, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0007] FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram of a method for managing a switch fabric, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0008] FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram of a method for using one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set, according to an example of the present disclosure; and.

[0009] FIG. 7 shows a schematic representation of a computing device that may be used as a platform for performing or executing one or more of the processes depicted in FIG. 5, according to an example of the present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] For simplicity and illustrative purposes, the present disclosure is described by referring mainly to an example thereof. In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure. It will be readily apparent however, that the present disclosure may be practiced without limitation to these specific details. In other instances, some methods and structures have not been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure the present disclosure.

[0011] Throughout the present disclosure, the terms "n" and "m" following a reference numeral is intended to denote an integer value that is greater than 1. In addition, ellipses ("...") in the figures are intended to denote that additional elements may be included between the elements surrounding the ellipses. Moreover, the terms "a" and "an" are intended to denote at least one of a particular element. As used herein, the term "includes" means includes but not limited to, the term "including" means including but not limited to. The term "based on" means based at least in part on.

[0012] Disclosed herein are a method, controller and computer readable storage medium having stored thereon a method for managing a switch fabric for efficient re-convergence in the switch fabric following, for instance, an automatic fabric reroute or similar fabric rerouting technologies. More particularly, the features recited herein enable a topology change in the switch fabric from an old topology configuration to be generated and used in a relatively seamless manner. In other words, the features recited herein enable the topology change to be generated and used in a relatively graceful manner that does not substantially interrupt the traffic flow through the switch fabric.

[0013] The switch fabric disclosed herein is composed of a plurality of fabric chips, in which, each of the fabric chips contains a respective set of port interfaces interconnected to each other through a crossbar. The port interfaces in each of the fabric chips is to perform port calculation operations to determine which of the other
port interfaces is to receive the packets over the crossbar. For example, the port interfaces may apply a bit-mask to an identification of destination node chip(s) contained in the packet to determine the bit(s) identified in the packet and to determine which of the port interface(s) on the opposite side of the crossbar is to receive the packet. In this example, each of the port interfaces corresponds to a particular bit identified in the packet. More particularly, for instance, the bit-mask may identify which of the port interfaces are to receive the packet from the port interface that received the packet based upon the destination node chips identified in the packet. In this regard, the bit-masks applied by the port interfaces may differ for each of the fabric chips.

[0014] According to an example, the bit-masks applied by the port interfaces are varied to re-optimize flow of packets through the switch fabric following changes to the switch fabric. The changes to the switch fabric may include purposeful changes, such as, the addition and/or removal of a fabric chip, changes to cabling between the fabric chips, etc. The changes may also occur through a fault or other failure in the switch fabric, such as, when a link between fabric chips fails. The re-optimization of the flow of the packets may include varying the flow of the packets through the fabric chips such that the number of hops over the fabric chips required for the packets to reach destination node chips is substantially minimized.

[0015] As discussed in greater detail herein below, the bit-masks or configuration registers that the port interfaces apply are contained in different configuration sets. Thus, a first configuration set comprises a different set of configuration registers to be applied by the port interfaces as compared with a second configuration set. Thus, depending upon which configuration set the port interfaces uses, different sets of bit-masks will be applied on the packets, which may cause the packets to traverse different paths through the switch fabric. The port interfaces in the fabric chips may store multiple different configuration sets and may be instructed as to which of the different configuration sets is to be used at a
particular time. In addition, or alternatively, the port interfaces may be programmed
to use a different configuration set as conditions change in the switch fabric, such as, for instance, following a fault detection in at least one of the fabric chips.

[0016] According to an example, a switch fabric management apparatus includes machine readable instructions for generating the different configuration sets, for determining which of the configuration sets to use, and for communicating the different configuration sets and which of the configuration sets is to be used to the port interfaces of the fabric chips. The switch fabric management apparatus may also communicate instructions to the port interfaces as to which of the configuration sets the port interfaces are to use their port resolution calculations.

[0017] The port interfaces may store the different configuration sets and each of the different configuration sets may correspond to a particular bit. In this regard, the particular bit may be set to indicate that the configuration set corresponding to that particular bit is to be used. In addition, the packets that are received into the port interface are provided with a pointer that identifies which of the configuration sets is to be used on those packets. In this regard, packets that were received prior to the configuration set change include a pointer that indicates that the old configuration set was used and packet that are received following the configuration set change include a pointer indicating that the new configuration set was used in the port resolution calculations.

[0018] As used herein, packets may comprise data packets and/or control packets. According to an example, packets comprise data and control mini-packets (MPackets), in which control mpackets are Requests or Replies and data mpackets are Unicast and/or Multicast.

[0019] With reference first to FIG. 1, there is shown a simplified diagram of a network apparatus 100, according to an example. It should be readily apparent that the diagram depicted in FIG. 1 represents a generalized illustration and that other components may be added or existing components may be removed,
modified or rearranged without departing from a scope of the network apparatus 100.

[0020] The network apparatus 100 generally comprises an apparatus for performing networking functions, such as, a network switch, or equivalent apparatus. In this regard, the network apparatus 100 may comprise a housing or enclosure 102 and may be used as a networking component. In other words, for instance, the housing 102 may be for placement in an electronics rack or other networking environment, such as in a stacked configuration with other network apparatuses. In other examples, the network apparatus 100 may be inside of a larger ASIC or group of ASICs within a housing. In addition, or alternatively, the network apparatus 100 may provide a part of a fabric network inside of a single housing.

[0021] The network apparatus 100 is depicted as including a fabric chip 110 and a plurality of node chips 130a-130m having ports labeled "0" and "1". The fabric chip 110 is also depicted as including a plurality of port interfaces 112a-112n, which are communicatively coupled to respective ones of the ports "0" and "1" of the node chips 130a-130m. The port interfaces 112a-112n are also communicatively connected to a crossbar array 120, which is depicted as including a control crossbar 122, a unicast data crossbar 124, and a multicast data crossbar 126. The port interface 112n is also depicted as being connected to another network apparatus 150, which may include the same or similar configuration as the network apparatus 100. Thus, for instance, the another network apparatus 150 may include a plurality of node chips 130a-130m communicatively coupled to a fabric chip 110. As shown, the port interface 112n is connected to the another network apparatus 150 through an up-link 152. Alternatively, however, the network apparatus 100 and the another network apparatus 150 may communicate to each other through trunked links of a common trunk.

[0022] According to an example, the node chips 130a-130m comprise application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) that enable user-ports and the fabric
chip 110 to interface each other. Although not shown, each of the node chips 130a-130m may also include a user-port through which data, such as, packets, may be inputted to and/or outputted from the node chips 130a-130m. In addition, each of the port interfaces 112a-112n may include a port through which a connection between a port in the node chip 130a and the port interface 112a may be established. The connections between the ports of the node chip 130a and the ports of the port interfaces 112a-112n may comprise any suitable connection to enable relatively high speed communication of data, such as, optical fibers or equivalents thereof.

[0023] According to an example, the fabric chip 110 comprises an ASIC that communicatively connects the node chips 130a-130m to each other. The fabric chip 110 may also comprise an ASIC that communicatively connects the fabric chip 110 to the fabric chip 110 of another network apparatus 150, in which, such connected fabric chips 110 may be construed as back-plane stackable fabric chips. The ports of the port interfaces 112a-112n that are communicatively coupled to the ports of the node chips 130a-130m are described herein as "down-link ports". In addition, the ports of the port interfaces 112a-112n that are communicatively coupled to the port interfaces 112a-112n of the fabric chip 110 in another network apparatus 150 are described herein as "up-link ports".

[0024] According to an example, packets enter the fabric chip 110 through a down-link port of a source node chip, which may comprise the same node chip as the destination node chip. The destination node chip may be connected to any fabric chip port in the switch fabric, including the one to which the source node chip is attached. In addition, the packets include an identification of which node chip(s), such as a data-list, a destination node mask, etc., to which the packets are to be delivered by the fabric chip 110. In addition, each of the port interfaces 112a-112n may be assigned a bit and each of the port interfaces 112a-112n may use a port resolution operation to determine which of the port interfaces 112a-112n is to receive the packets. More particularly, for instance, the port interfaces 112a
through which the packet was received may apply a bit-mask to the identification of node chip(s) contained in the packet to determine the bit(s) identified in the data and to determine which of the port interface(s) 112b-112n correspond to the determined bit(s). In instances where the packet comprises a uni-cast packet, the port interface 112a may transfer the data over the appropriate crossbar 122-126 to the determined port interface(s) 112b-112n. However, when the packet comprises a multi-cast packet, the port interface 112a may perform additional operations during the port resolution operation to determine which of the port interfaces 112b-112n is/are to receive the multi-cast packet as discussed in greater detail herein below.

[0025] Also shown in FIG. 1 is a switch fabric management apparatus 170 that is in communication with the port interfaces 112a-112n. Although the switch fabric management apparatus 170 is depicted as being connected to a single port interface 112n-1, it should be understood that the switch fabric management apparatus 170 is connected to multiple ones or all of the port interfaces 112a-112n without departing from a scope of the fabric chip 110 and the switch fabric management apparatus 170 depicted in FIG. 1. In addition, or alternatively, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may communicate with the port interfaces 112a-112n through other connections, such as, wirelessly, through the crossbars 120, etc.

[0026] In any regard, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 is to perform various functions with respect to the fabric chip 110 and to a switch fabric in which the fabric chip 110 is a member. One of the functions is to generate configuration sets that contain configuration registers, such as, bit-mask sets, that the port interfaces 112a-112n of the fabric chip 110 are to use in calculating port resolutions on packets received through the port interfaces 112a-112n. Another of the functions is to communicate instructions to the port interfaces 112a-112n on which of a plurality of configuration registers to use at a given time. Various
manners in which the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may operate are described in greater detail herein below.

[0027] With particular reference now to FIG. 2, there is shown a simplified block diagram of the fabric chip 110 depicted in FIG. 1, according to an example. It should be apparent that the fabric chip 110 depicted in FIG. 2 represents a generalized illustration and that other components may be added or existing components may be removed, modified or rearranged without departing from a scope of the fabric chip 110.

[0028] The fabric chip 110 is depicted as including the plurality of port interfaces 112a-112n and the crossbar array 120. The components of a particular port interface 112a are depicted in detail herein, but it should be understood that the remaining port interfaces 112b-112n may include similar components and configurations.

[0029] As shown in FIG. 2, the fabric chip 110 includes a network chip interface (NCI) block 202, a high-speed link (HSL) (interface) block 210, and a set of serializers/deserializers (serdes) 222. By way of particular example, the set of serdes 222 includes a set of serdes modules. In addition, the serdes 222 is depicted as interfacing a receive port 224 and a transmit port 226. Alternatively, however, components other than the HSL block 210 and the serdes 222 may be employed in the fabric chip 110 without departing from a scope of the fabric chip 110 disclosed herein.

[0030] The NCI block 202 is depicted as including a network chip receiver (NCR) block 204a and a network chip transmitter (NCX) block 204b. The NCR block 204a feeds data received from the HSL block 210 to the crossbar array 120 and the NCX block 204b transfers data received from the crossbar array 120 to the HSL block 210. The NCR block 204a and the NCX block 204b are further depicted as comprising registers 206, in which some of the registers are communicatively coupled to one of the crossbars 122-126 and others of the registers 206 are communicatively coupled to the HSL block 210.
[0031] The NCI block 202 generally transfers data and control mini-packets (MPackets) in full duplex fashion between the corresponding HSL block 210 and the crossbar array 120. In addition, the NCI 202 provides buffering in both directions. The NCI block 202 also includes a port resolution module 208 that interprets destination and path information contained in each received MPacket. By way of example, each received MPacket may include a destination-node-chip-mask that the port resolution module 208 may use in performing a port resolution operation to determine the correct destination NCI block 202 in a different port interface 112b-112n of the fabric chip 110, to make the next hop to the correct destination node chip 130a-130m, which may be attached to a down-link port or an up-link port of the fabric chip 110. In this regard, the port resolution module 208 may be programmed with at least one configuration set at a time comprising a configuration register, such as, a bit-mask in which each bit corresponds to one of the port interfaces 112a-112n of the fabric chip 110. In addition, during the port resolution operation, the port resolution module 208 may use the bit-mask in the at least one configuration set on the fabric-port-mask to determine which bits, and thus, which of the port interfaces 112b-112n on the opposite side of the crossbars 120, are to receive the packet. In addition, the port resolution module 208 interprets the destination and path information, determines the correct NCI block 202, and determines the ports to which the packet is to be outputted independently of external software. In other words, the port resolution module 208 need not be controlled by external software to perform these functions. However, the port resolution module 208 may receive the at least one configuration set from an external software.

[0032] The port resolution module 208 may be programmed with machine-readable instructions that, when executed, cause the port resolution module 208 to determine that a first path in the switch fabric along which the packet is to be communicated toward the destination node is unavailable, to determine whether another path in the switch fabric along which the packet is to be communicated
toward the destination node chip that does not include the source fabric chip is available, in response to a determination that the another path is available, to communicate the packet along the another path, and in response to a determination that the another path is unavailable, to communicate the packet back to the source fabric chip. In this regard, the port resolution module 208 is only to communicate the packet back to the source fabric chip if there are no other available paths for the packet to take to reach the destination node chip.

[0033] The port resolution module 208 may also be programmed to communicate information pertaining to a status of the communication of packets to the switch fabric management apparatus 170. Thus, for instance, the port resolution module 208 may provide the switch fabric management apparatus 170 with information indicating that the path through which the packet was to be communicated toward the destination node chip is unavailable. As discussed in greater detail herein below, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 is to process the information received from the port resolution module 208 and to generate a new configuration set that contains a set of configuration registers that substantially optimizes the flow of packets through a switch fabric. Thus, for instance, instead of causing a packet to flow in one direction of the switch fabric and backtrack in an opposite direction in the switch fabric due to a failed link, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may generate a new configuration register for the port resolution module 208 that causes the packet to initially flow in the opposite direction, thereby reducing the distance of the path taken by the packet in reaching its intended destination.

[0034] The NCX block 204b also includes a node pruning module 209 and a unicast conversion module 211 that operates on packets received from the multicast data crossbar 126. More particularly, the unicast conversion module 211 is to process the packets to identify a data word in the data that the node-chip on the down-link will need for that packet. In addition, the node pruning module 209 is to prune a destination node chip mask to a subset of the bits that represent which
node chips are to receive a packet such that only destination node chips 130a-
130m that were supposed to traverse the port are still included in the chip mask. Thus, for instance, if the NCX block 204b receives a multi-cast packet listing a chip node 130a of the fabric chip 110 and a chip node 130 attached to another network apparatus 150, the NCX block 204b may prune the data-list of the multi-cast packet to remove the chip node 130a of the fabric chip 110 prior to the multi-cast packet being sent out to the another apparatus 150.

[0035] The HSL block 210 generally operates to initialize and detect errors on the hi-speed links, and, if necessary, to re-transmit data. According to an example, the data path between the NCI block 202 and the HSL block 210 is 64 bits wide in each direction.

[0036] Turning now to FIGS. 3A and 3B, there are respectively shown simplified block diagrams of switch fabrics 300 and 310, according to two examples. It should be apparent that the switch fabrics 300 and 310 depicted in FIGS. 3A and 3B represent generalized illustrations and that other components may be added or existing components may be removed, modified or rearranged without departing from the scopes of the switch fabrics 300 and 310.

[0037] The switch fabrics 300 and 310 are depicted as including eight network apparatuses 302a-302h. Each of the network apparatuses 302a-302h is also depicted as including a respective fabric chip (FC0-FC7) 350a-350h. Each of the network apparatuses 302a-302h may comprise the same or similar configuration as the network apparatus 100 depicted in FIG. 1. In addition, each of the fabric chips 350a-350h may comprise the same or similar configuration as the fabric chip 110 depicted in FIG. 2. Moreover, although particular numbers of network apparatuses 302a-302h have been depicted in FIGS. 3A and 3B, it should be understood that the switch fabrics 300 and 310 may include any number of network apparatuses 302a-302h arranged in any number of different configurations with respect to each other without departing from scopes of the switch fabrics 300 and 310.
In any regard, as shown in the switch fabrics 300 and 310, the network apparatuses 302a-302h are each depicted as including four node chips (N0-N31) 311-342. Each of the node chips (N0-N31) 311-342 is depicted as including two ports (0, 1), which are communicatively coupled to a port (0-11) of at least one respective fabric chip 350a-350h. More particularly, each of the ports of the node chips 311-342 is depicted as being connected to one of twelve ports 0-11, in which each of the ports 0-11 is communicatively coupled to a port interface 112a-112n. In addition, the node chips 311-342 are depicted as being connected to respective fabric chips 350a-350h through bi-directional links. In this regard, data may flow in either direction between the node chips 311-342 and their respective fabric chips 350a-350h.

As discussed above with respect to FIG. 1, the ports of the fabric chips 350a-350h that are connected to the node chips 311-342 are termed "down-link ports" and the ports of the fabric chips 350a-350h that are connected to other fabric chips 350a-350h are termed "up-link ports". Each of the up-link ports and the down-link ports of the fabric chips 350a-350h includes an identification of the destination node chips 311-342 that are intended to be reached through that link. In addition, the packets supplied into the switch fabrics 300, 400, and 410 include with them an identification of the node chip(s) 311-342 to which the packets are to be delivered. The up-link ports whose identification of node chips 311-342 matches one or more node chips in the identification of the node chip(s), or chip mask, is considered to be a "preferred up-link port", which will receive the data to be transmitted, unless the "preferred up-link port" is dead or is otherwise unavailable. If a preferred up-link is dead or otherwise unavailable, the port resolution module 208 may use a programmable, prioritized list of port interfaces to select an alternate up-link port interface to receive the packet instead of the preferred up-link port.

The down-link ports whose list of a single node chip 311-342 matches one of the node chips in the identification of the node chip(s) are considered to be
the "active down-link ports". A "path index" is embedded in the packet, which selects which of the "active down-link ports" will be used for the packet. This path-based filtering enables a fabric chip 350a-350h to have multiple connections to a node chip 311-342.

In any regard, the fabric chips 350a-350h are to deliver the packet to the node chip(s) 311-342 that are in the identification of the node chip(s). For those node chips 311-342 contained in the identification of the node chip(s) that are connected to down-link ports of a fabric chip 350a, the fabric chip 350a may deliver the packet directly to that node chip(s) 311-314. However, for the node chips 315-342 in the identification of the node chip(s) that are not connected to down-link ports of the fabric chip 350a, the fabric chip 350a performs hardware calculations to determine which up-link port(s) the packet will traverse in order to reach those node chips 315-342. These hardware calculations are defined as "port resolution operations".

As shown in 3A, each of the fabric chips 350a-350h is connected to exactly two other fabric chips 350a-350h. In FIG. 3B, each of the fabric chips 350a-350h is depicted as being connected to two neighboring fabric chips 350a-350h through two respective trunked links 156-158 and 160-162, which are part of two separate trunks 154.

The switch fabrics 300 and 310 depicted in FIGS. 3A and 3B comprise ring network configurations, in which each of the fabric chips 350a-350h is connected to exactly two other fabric chips 350a-350h. More particularly, ports (0) and (1) of adjacent fabric chips 350a-350h are depicted in FIG. 3A as being communicatively coupled to each other. In addition, ports (0) and (1) and (10) and (11) of adjacent fabric chips 350a-350h are depicted in FIG. 3B as being communicatively connected to each other. As such, a single continuous pathway for data signals to flow through each node is provided between the network apparatuses 302a-302h.
Although the switch fabrics 300 and 310 have been depicted as including eight network apparatuses 302a-302h, with each of the network apparatuses 302a-302h including four node chips 311-342, it should be clearly understood that the switch fabrics 300 and 310 may include any reasonable number of network apparatuses 302a-302h with any reasonable number of links 152 and/or trunked links 156-162 between them without departing from the scopes of the switch fabrics 300 and 310. In addition, the network apparatuses 302a-302h may each include any reasonably suitable number of node chips 311-342 without departing from the scopes of the switch fabrics 300 and 310. Furthermore, each of the fabric chips 350a-350h may include any reasonably suitable number of port interfaces 112a-112n and ports. Still further, the network apparatuses 302a-302h may be arranged in other network configurations, such as, a mesh arrangement or other configuration.

Turning now to FIG. 4, there is shown a simplified block diagram of a switch fabric management system 400 containing the switch fabric management apparatus 170 depicted in FIG. 1, according to an example. It should be apparent that the block diagram depicted in FIG. 4 represents a generalized illustration and that other components may be added or existing components may be removed, modified or rearranged without departing from a scope of the switch fabric management system 400.

As shown in FIG. 4, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 includes a user interface module 402, an input/output module 404, a fault identification module 406, a configuration set generation module 408, and a configuration set determination module 410. The modules 402-410 may comprise software modules, hardware modules, or a combination of software and hardware modules. Thus, in one example, at least one of the modules 402-410 comprises a circuit component. In another example, at least one of the modules 402-410 comprises machine-readable code stored on a computer readable storage medium, which is executable by a processor.
In any regard, a processor 430 is to use and/or execute the switch fabric management apparatus 170. Thus, for instance, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may comprise an integrated and/or add-on hardware device of a computing device comprising the processor 430. As another example, the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may comprise a computer readable storage device upon which machine-readable instructions for each of the modules 402-410 is stored and executed by the processor 430.

As further shown in FIG. 4, the processor 430 is to receive input from an input apparatus 440. The input apparatus 440 may comprise, for instance, a user interface through which a user may input instructions to implement the switch fabric management apparatus 170. The instructions may include, for instance, an instruction to generate a new configuration set following a change to the switch fabric 300, 310.

Various information and data received and collected by the switch fabric management apparatus 170 may be stored in a data store 420, which may comprise volatile and/or non-volatile memory, such as DRAM, EEPROM, MRAM, phase change RAM (PCRAM), Memristor, flash memory, and the like. In addition, or alternatively, the data store 420 may comprise a device to read from and write to a removable media, such as, a floppy disk, a CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM, or other optical or magnetic media.

The switch fabric management system 400 also includes an input/output interface 450 through which the switch fabric management apparatus 170 sends communications to and receives communications from the fabric chips 302a-302h. The input/output interface 450 may comprise a wireless or a wired interface through the communications may be implemented.

Various manners in which the processor 430 may implement the modules 402-410 of the switch fabric management apparatus 170 in the switch fabric 300, 310 are described in greater detail with respect to FIG. 5. More particularly, FIG. 5 depicts a flow diagram of a method for managing a switch fabric
300, 310 to direct packet flow in the switch fabric 300, 310, according to an example. In addition, FIG. 6 depicts a flow diagram of a method for using one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set in the port interfaces 112a-112n, according to an example. It should be apparent that the methods 500 and 600 represent generalized illustrations and that other steps may be added or existing steps may be removed, modified or rearranged without departing from the scopes of the methods 500 and 600. In addition, although particular reference is made herein to a first configuration set and a second configuration set, it should be clearly understood that any number of configuration sets may be generated and used without departing from the scopes of the method 500 and 600.

[0052] The descriptions of the methods 500 and 600 are made with particular reference to the fabric chips 110 and 350a-350h depicted in FIGS. 1-4B. It should, however, be understood that the methods 500 and 600 may be used in fabric chip(s) that differ from the fabric chips 110 and 350a-350h without departing from the scopes of the methods 500 and 600. In addition, although reference is made to particular ones of the network apparatuses 302a-302h, and therefore particular ones of the fabric chips 350a-350h and the node chips 311-342, it should be understood that the operations described herein may be performed by and/or in any of the network apparatuses 302a-302h.

[0053] In both methods 500 and 600, the packet may include various information, such as, an identification of the node chip(s) to which the packet is to be delivered, which is referred to herein as the "data-list", a fabric-port-mask, a destination-chip-node-mask, a bit mask, a chip mask, etc. A "path index" may also be embedded in the packet, which selects which of a plurality of active down-link ports are to be used to deliver the packet to the destination node chip(s) contained in the identification.

[0054] With reference first to FIG. 5, at block 502, a first configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces 112a-112n to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet is generated, for
instance, by the configuration set generation module 408. The first configuration set may be generated based upon the arrangement and connections between the fabric chips 302a-302h, for instance, to substantially optimize packet flows through the switch fabric 300, 310. More particularly, and with particular reference to FIG. 3A, for instance, the first configuration set may contain a first configuration register for a first fabric chip 350a that is to cause packets received through any of ports 2-9 to be outputted through one of ports 0 and 1 if the destination node chip is not connected to any of ports 2-9. In addition, the first configuration register for the first fabric chip 350a may cause the packets to be outputted through port 0 if the destination node chip identified in the packet is located in closer proximity in the clockwise direction from the first fabric chip 350a. Likewise, the first configuration register may cause the packets to be outputted through port 1 of the first fabric chip 350a if the destination node chip is located in closer proximity in the counterclockwise direction from the first fabric chip 350a.

[0055] In this example, the first configuration set may also contain a second configuration register for a second fabric chip 350b, which, when used by the port interfaces 112a-112n of the second fabric chip 350b, cause packets received into the second fabric chip 350b to be directed to either of ports 0 and 1 thereof depending upon which direction the packet is to flow to reach a destination node chip while traversing the least number of links. The first configuration set may contain additional configuration registers for the remaining fabric chips 350c-350h.

[0056] At block 504, a second configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces 112a-112n to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet is generated, for instance, by the configuration set generation module 408. Similarly to the first configuration set, the second configuration set may be generated based upon the arrangement and cabling between the fabric chips 302a-302h, for instance, to substantially optimize packet flows through the switch fabric 300, 310. The second configuration set, however, may account for changes to the switch fabric 300, 310 that may have occurred
following use of the first configuration set by the port interfaces 112a-112n. The changes may have been intentional or may have resulted from a fault occurring in the switch fabric 300, 310.

[0057] By way of particular example, a user may manually cause the second configuration set to be generated in response to, for instance, a cabling change, the addition and/or removal of a fabric chip into the switch fabric 300, 310, etc. As another example, the second configuration set may automatically be generated in response to a determination that a fault has occurred in the switch fabric 300, 310. Such faults may include, for instance, a link between two fabric chips 300, 310 being broken due to a cabling, port interface, or fabric chip malfunction.

[0058] In either of the examples above, the statuses of the port interfaces 112a-112n in the fabric chips 350a-350h may be received, for instance, through the input/output module 404. More particularly, for instance, the input/output module 404 may receive updates from the port interfaces 112a-112n of each of the fabric chips 350a-350h indicating whether they are able to communicate the packets along their intended paths. An port interface 112a may communicate an indication that a fault has occurred if the port interface 112a is unable to verify that a packet was sent over a link to an intended destination and that the port interface 112a had to return the packet back to the fabric chip from which the packet was received. According to an example, receipt of such information from the port interface 112a may cause the fault identification module 406 to determine that a fault has occurred, thereby triggering the configuration generation module 408 to generate the second configuration set.

[0059] According to an example, the second configuration set may be communicated to and stored in each of the port interfaces 112a-112n of the fabric chips 350a-350c. In addition, a bit in each of the port interfaces 112a-112n may be set to correspond to the second configuration set, such that, an instruction to set that bit causes the port interfaces 112a-112n to begin using the second configuration set. Moreover, additional configuration sets may be generated and
stored in the port interfaces 112a-112n, such that, the port interfaces 112a-112n may relatively quickly use the different configuration sets in response to changes, such as, faults, being detected in the switch fabric 300, 310. In this example, the different configuration sets may cause packets to flow through different ports of the fabric chips 300, 310.

[0060] At block 506, a determination as to which of the configuration sets the fabric chips 350a-350c is to use is made, for instance, by the configuration set determination module 410. More particularly, the configuration set determination module 410 may determine that the second configuration set is to be used in response to a fault being detected in the switch fabric 300, 310. In addition, or alternatively, the configuration set determination module 410 may receive an instruction from a user to use one of the first and the second configuration sets.

[0061] At block 508, an instruction to use the determined one of the configuration sets is communicated to each of the fabric chips 350a-350c, for instance, by the input/output module 404. According to an example, the instruction includes an instruction for the port interfaces 112a-112n to atomically begin using the determined configuration set. More particularly, for instance, the instruction includes a delay instruction for the port interfaces 112a-112n that causes the port interfaces 112a-112n to all begin using the determined configuration at the same time. In addition, the delay instruction may cause the port interfaces 112a-112n to delay performing port resolution calculations on newly received packets until after the delay has elapsed. In one regard, the delay may be set to provide sufficient time for packets that have been processed under the previous configuration set to be cleared out of the switch fabric 300, 310 prior to use of the new configuration set to thereby prevent packets from being processed under both configuration sets.

[0062] Turning now to FIG. 6, at block 602, a plurality of configuration sets comprising the plurality of configuration registers are received into the fabric chips 350a-350c. The configuration sets may comprise the first configuration set, the
second configuration, as well any additional configuration sets that may be generated for the port interfaces 112a-1 12n of the fabric chips 350a-350h.

[0063] At block 604, the corresponding configuration registers contained in the configuration sets are stored in each of the port interfaces 112a-1 12n of the fabric chips 350a-350h. More particularly, the configuration registers pertaining to the port interfaces 112a-1 12n in the respective fabric chips 350a-350h are stored in the respective port interfaces 112a-1 12n. As such, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n in a first fabric chip 350a may store a different set of configurations registers as compared with the port interfaces 112a-1 12n in a second fabric chip 350b.

[0064] According to an example, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n may associate each of the configuration registers with a bit. As such, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n may use a particular configuration register by simply setting the appropriate bit as discussed below. In addition, or alternatively, the fabric chips 350a-350h may receive and store the configuration registers at one time or may receive and store different configuration registers at different times.

[0065] At block 606, the fabric chips 350a-350h receive an instruction on which of the configuration sets to use. In addition, at block 608, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n may determine whether the instruction requires them to use a different configuration set. If the instruction does not change the selected/used configuration set, then the port interfaces 112a-1 12n use the configuration registers in the current configuration set, as indicated at block 610. However, if the instruction does change the configuration set to be used, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n change the configuration registers that are used to calculate port resolutions of the received packets, as indicated at block 612. In addition, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n use the configuration registers of the selected configuration set, as indicated at block 610.

[0066] When the port interfaces 112a-1 12n begin using the configuration registers of the selected configuration set, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n that receive the packets may set a field in the packets that operates as a pointer to
which of the configuration sets was used by the receiving port interface 112a-1 12n. The port interfaces 112a-1 12n on the opposite of the crossbars 120 may then perform operations on the packets that are coherent with the configuration set used by the receiving port interface 112a-1 12n. Thus, by way of example in which a packet comprises a multicast packet, the port interface 112a-112n that receives the multicast packet may identify which of the destination node chips to remove from the identification of destination node chips. In another regard, the port interfaces 112a-112n that receive multicast packets may be able to replicate port resolution calculation transformations made to the packets by the interfaces 112a-112n that communicated the multicast packets to the port interfaces 112a-112n.

[0067] According to an example, the port interfaces 112a-1 12n change the configuration registers being used at block 610 by setting the appropriate bit associated with the selected configuration registers. In addition, following an instruction to change the configuration registers being used, the port interfaces 112a-112n may delay processing of newly received packets to allow sufficient time for the packets that were previously processed using the old configuration set to be cleared out of the fabric switch 300, 310.

[0068] The configuration registers contained in each of the configuration sets define which of the port interfaces 112a-112n of the fabric chips 110, 350a-350h are to receive packets to be communicated to their destination node chips 130a-130m, 311-342. As such, the port interfaces 112a-112n in the fabric chips 110, 350a-350h that are to receive the packets may vary depending upon which of the configuration sets is used at any given time.

[0069] By way of particular example in which a packet is to be communicated from node chip (N4) 315 to node chip (N23) 334, the node chip (N4) 315 communicates the packet to either port (2) or (3) of the source fabric chip (FC1) 350b. As discussed above with respect to FIG. 1, the packet from the node chip 315 contains a list of the node chip(s) to which the packet is to be delivered (data-list). In this case, the list includes just the node chip (N23) 334. In addition,
the port resolution module 208 of the NCR 204a of the port interface 112a through which the packet was received from the node chip 315 performs a calculation, in hardware, to determine which up-link port(s) (0-1 1) of the source fabric chip 350b that packet will traverse to reach the destination node chip 334. More particularly, for instance, the packet may include mini-packets (MPackets) that include destination and path information, which the port resolution module 208 may interpret in determining the up-link port(s) (0-1 1), which may vary depending upon which of the configuration sets the port resolution module 208 is using. As discussed above, the packet may comprise a control packet and/or a data packet. A control packet comprises at least one MPacket, whereas, a data packet comprises two or more MPackets.

[0070] In any regard, the port resolution module 208 may use this information to index into a look-up table that determines the correct NCI block 202 of the fabric chip 350b to make the next hop to the destination node chip 334. In the above example, the port resolution module 208 may determine that the NCI block 202 of the up-link port (1) is the correct NCI block 202. As such, the NCR 204a of the port interface 112a may communicate the packet to the NCI block 202 of the port interface 112n containing the up-link port (1). The port interface 112n containing the up-link port (1) may communicate the packet to the first fabric chip (FC1) 350a connected to up-link port (1).

[0071] The first fabric chip (FC1) 350a may receive the packet through up-link port (0) and the NCR 204a of the port interface 112a containing that up-link port (0) may use the information contained in the packet to determine the correct NCI block 202 of the first fabric chip 350a the packet is to be delivered to make the next hop to the destination node chip 334. In this example, the port resolution module 208 may determine that the NCI block 202 of the up-link port (1) is the correct NCI block 202. Again, the port resolution module 208 may make this determination based upon the configuration registers that are being used at the time the packet is received.
Turning now to FIG. 7, there is shown a schematic representation of a computing device 700 that may be used as a platform for using or executing at least one of the processes depicted in FIG. 5, according an example. The device 700 includes a processor 702, such as a central processing unit; a display 704, such as a monitor; a network interface 708, such as a Local Area Network LAN, a wireless 802.11x LAN, a 3G mobile WAN or a WiMax WAN; and a computer-readable medium 710. Each of these components is operatively coupled to a bus 712. For example, the bus 712 may be an EISA, a PCI, a USB, a FireWire, a NuBus, or a PDS.

The computer-readable medium 710 may be any suitable non-transitory medium that participates in providing instructions to the processor 702 for execution. For example, the computer readable medium 710 may be non-volatile media, such as an optical or a magnetic disk; volatile media, such as memory; and transmission media, such as coaxial cables, copper wire, and fiber optics. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic, light, or radio frequency waves. The computer readable medium 710 may also store other machine-readable instructions, including word processors, browsers, email, Instant Messaging, media players, and telephony machine readable instructions.

The computer-readable medium 710 may also store an operating system 714, such as Mac OS, MS Windows, Unix, or Linux; network applications 716; and a switch fabric management application 718. The operating system 714 may be multi-user, multiprocesssing, multitasking, multithreading, real-time and the like. The operating system 714 may also perform basic tasks, such as recognizing input from input devices, such as a keyboard or a keypad; sending output to the display 704; keeping track of files and directories on medium 710; controlling peripheral devices, such as disk drives, printers, image capture device; and managing traffic on the bus 712. The network applications 716 include various components for establishing and maintaining network connections, such as
machine readable instructions for using communication protocols including TCP/IP, HTTP, Ethernet, USB, and FireWire.

[0075] The switch fabric management application 718 provides various machine readable instructions for managing operations in a switch fabric composed of a plurality of fabric chips, as described above with respect to FIG. 5. Thus, for instance, the switch fabric management application 718 may include machine-readable instructions to generate a first configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers, to generate a second configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers, to determine which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set is to be used by the fabric chips, and to communicate an instruction to each of the fabric chips to use the determined one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set. In certain examples, some or all of the processes performed by the application 718 may be integrated into the operating system 714. In certain examples, the processes may be at least partially performed in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, machine-readable instructions (such as, firmware and/or software), or in any combination thereof.

[0076] What has been described and illustrated herein are various examples of the present disclosure along with some of their variations. The terms, descriptions and figures used herein are set forth by way of illustration only and are not meant as limitations. Many variations are possible within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure, in which the present disclosure is intended to be defined by the following claims - and their equivalents - in which all terms are mean in their broadest reasonable sense unless otherwise indicated.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for managing a switch fabric comprising a plurality of fabric chips, each of said plurality of fabric chips comprising a plurality of port interfaces, said method comprising:
   - generating a first configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet;
   - generating a second configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet, wherein the second configuration set differs from the first configuration set;
   - determining which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set the plurality of fabric chips are to use; and
   - communicating an instruction to each of the fabric chips to use the determined one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - storing respective ones of the first configuration set and the second configuration set in each of the plurality of fabric chips.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the port interfaces that receive the incoming packet is to control which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set is to be used by varying a setting of a predetermined bit in each of the port interfaces, and wherein communicating an instruction to each of the fabric chips further comprises communicating an instruction to each of the fabric chips to set the bit for either the first configuration set or the second configuration set to be used.
4. The method according to claim 3, wherein communicating an instruction to each of the fabric chips further comprises communicating an instruction to each of the fabric chips to atomically set the bit for the second configuration set to be used following a clearing out of the packets whose port resolutions have been calculated using the first configuration set from the switch fabric.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the plurality of port interfaces in each of the plurality of fabric chips are in communication with each other over a crossbar and wherein the incoming packet is to be received into one of the plurality of port interfaces, said method further comprising:

   in the port interface at which the incoming packet is received, using one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set to identify which of the port interfaces on an opposite side of the crossbar are to receive the packet and to set a field in the packet that operates as a pointer to which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set was used by the receiving port interface to enable the port interfaces on the opposite side of the crossbar to perform an operation on the packet that is coherent with the configuration set used by the receiving port interface.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the packet contains an identification of at least one destination node chip that is to receive the packet, and wherein using one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set further comprises comparing the identification of the at least one destination node chip contained in the identification and a preprogrammed correlation between the port interfaces and the destination node chips.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

   receiving status information from the plurality of fabric chips; and
wherein generating the second configuration set further comprises generating the second configuration set based upon the received status information.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein generating the second configuration set further comprises generating the second configuration set to substantially optimize flow of packets through the plurality of fabric chips following a change to the switch fabric.

9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   determining that a fault has occurred in the switch fabric; and
   wherein generating the second configuration set further comprises generating the second configuration set to substantially optimize rerouting of the packets through the switch fabric while accounting for the fault.

10. An apparatus for managing use of a switch fabric composed of a plurality of interconnected fabric chips, each of said plurality of fabric chips comprising a respective plurality of port interfaces interconnected through a crossbar, said controller comprising:
   at least one module to receive status information from the port interfaces of the plurality of fabric chips, to generate a first configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet, to generate a second configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet, to determine which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set the plurality of fabric chips are to use, and to communicate an instruction to each of the fabric chips to use the determined one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set; and
   a processor to implement the at least one module.
11. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the at least one module is to communicate an instruction to each of the fabric chips to atomically set the bit for the second configuration set to be used following a clearing out of the packets whose port resolutions have been calculated using the first configuration set from the switch fabric.

12. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the at least one module is to generate the second configuration set based upon the received status information.

13. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the at least one module is to determine that a fault has occurred in the switch fabric based upon the received status information and to generate the second configuration set to substantially optimizes rerouting of received packets through the switch fabric while accounting for the fault.

14. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium on which is embedded a computer program, said computer program implementing a method for managing a switch fabric comprising a plurality of fabric chips, each of said plurality of fabric chips comprising a plurality of port interfaces, said computer program comprising a set of instructions to:

- generate a first configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet;
- generate a second configuration set comprising a plurality of configuration registers for the port interfaces to use in calculating a port resolution for an incoming packet, wherein the second configuration set differs from the first configuration set;
- determine which of the first configuration set and the second configuration set the plurality of fabric chips are to use; and
communicate an instruction to each of the fabric chips to use the determined one of the first configuration set and the second configuration set.

15. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium according to claim 14, said computer program further comprising a set of instructions to:

   receive status information from the plurality of fabric chips;

   determine that a fault has occurred in the switch fabric from the received status information; and

   generate the second configuration set to substantially optimize rerouting of the packets through the switch fabric while accounting for the fault.
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